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Introduction
As library students we are initially taught that it is our role to search for items. Searching
is important, however it is something that typically any individual can do. Only the
savviest of searchers can actually FIND relevant, and important things, or in this case,
articles. This is why, rather than aiming to become searchers we must change our
techniques, fine-tune our skills, and become finders. It is only once we move past the
concept of searching and into the realm of finding that we will become the best librarians
that we are able to be.

Patron Profile
The patron in this scenario is a vice chancellor of academic affairs at a college located in
the United States. She is seeking information about academic grade inflation in the
college realm. She is specifically looking for information that is relatively recent, at the
very least published in the past five years. She is an English-only speaker, and is
particularly interested in articles that contain tables, graphs, and/or charts about how and
why the grading of students has been inflating.

Primo OneSearch
According to their website “Ex Libris Primo empowers libraries to shape the discovery
experience, providing students, faculty and staff an intuitive, end-to-end service, and
maximizing the value of library collections” (“Ex Libris the bridge to knowledge, Primo
Discovery and Delivery, Overview,” n.d.). This blurb makes Primo OneSearch sound like
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an amazing Discovery Service Product (DSP), and would leave an inexperienced user
wondering why anything else would be needed to find whatever information it is that
they are looking for. While the website does briefly discuss how OneSearch can be
customized to each individual user’s needs, it does not necessarily talk about how, other
than through the usage of “valuable algorithms”. Being that the University of Hawaii paid
a rather large sum of money for Primo OneSearch it is worth the time to try our search
there.
Primo has some rather useful features that most any user would find helpful, as long as
they were able to locate them. One such feature is the ability to save your searches. The
Primo “Save search” box is located in the bottom left corner of the screen (Figure 1). It is
not in the easiest place to locate, and can be easily missed. However, the ability to save
the search is nice, and extremely useful. In order to use the function, the user must first
log in using their UH login and password. To access their saved searches, they must click
on “My Folder” and then “My Searches”. This will take them to a tab that contains both
their searches for that particular session as well as any saved searches (Figure 2). It is
imperative that users save their searches, as when they close the browser window their
session is completed and any searches for that session will be deleted.

Figure 1: Primo's save search option
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Figure 2: The information available under the “My Searches” tab on Primo.

You can customize the name of your searches, and even set up alerts for when new
articles/items are available (Figure 3). It would be nice to see the number of hits
available, and the date of the search as well, however those fields are omitted. One could
assume that this is because the number of hits retrieved on different days and times
would vary due to the updating of different databases.

Figure 3: Sample of Primo's saved searches.

Once the user identifies an article that they find could be of use for them, or that they
would simply like to use at a later point in time they have many options (Figure 4). After
clicking in to the specific article they can add it to a folder, download it to a number of
different citation products, print it, or email it.

Figure 4: Options within a selected article in OneSearch.
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If they opt to email it they can also include a note, and have it sent to any address that
they specify. Once the email is sent the recipient will receive not receive a citation for the
article, but they will receive the details screen from OneSearch, with a link to the record
within OneSearch itself. It is worth noting that the link is accessible even if the
individual is not logged in to OneSearch (Figure 6). This may sound like something that
should be standard, however due to subscription-related issues many databases require
you to log in prior to accessing the information.

Figure 5: Sample of an article sent through the email link w/in OneSearch.
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Figure 6: Sample of record retrieved from an emailed result, note that the user was not logged in when they
retrieved this record.

Once the user has completed their primary search within OneSearch they can click the
link in the upper left of the side bar and “personalize [their] results” (Figure 7). This can
be quite helpful in narrowing down the results when you have a search term that crosses
genres (i.e. grade inflation).

Figure 7: Ways that OneSearch offers to “personalize” your results.
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Now that we have covered some of the basic information pertaining to searching within
Primo’s OneSearch we will move on to discussing the actual search process. Table 1
illustrates the basic and advanced searches done using “grade inflation AND education”
within OneSearch. It appears that using the “Articles” and “Articles +” limiters return full
text results. This is helpful as we are searching for results that include tables, graphs,
and/or charts.
Table 1: Basic and Advanced searches for "grade inflation AND education" in OneSearch.
Platform

Search
string

grade
inflation
Primo
AND
OneSearch education
grade
inflation
Primo
AND
OneSearch education

Limiters

Basic/Advanced
search?

Number
of hits

n/a

Basic

1842

2010-2015, English, Articles

grade
inflation
Primo
AND
OneSearch education

2010-2015, English, Articles,
SU: grade inflation

grade
inflation
Primo
AND
OneSearch education

Publication date: Last 5
years, Material: Articles,
Language: English, Search
Scope: Articles+

grade
inflation
Primo
AND
OneSearch education

Publication date: Last 5
years, Material: Articles,
Language: English, Search
Scope: Articles+, SU: Grade
Inflation

Basic

Basic

Advanced

Advanced

Notes

285

All limiters added
from the list on
the side after the
basic search

61

All limiters added
from the list on
the side after the
basic search

34

All limiters added
with the search
string

31

Su: Grade
Inflation added
from the sidebar
menu.

Starting off with a basic search returned a rather large number of hits (1842). I was able
to narrow down the results list simply using the limiters the sidebar of the screen. After
adding limiters for creation date, material type, and language I was able to whittle away
over 1500 results, and narrow the hits down to 285 (Figure 8)
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Figure 8: Basic Search in Primo for "grade inflation AND education" refined by creation date, material type,
and language.

Looking in to the sidebar information once again I was able to see the databases and
journals from which these articles were taken (Figure 9). One glaring fact was that the
numbers simply did not match. Theoretically the number to the right of the source
database should be the number of articles available from that database related to the
subject terms and limitations. Those numbers clearly add up to far more then 285, which
led me to believe that there are a significant amount of duplicate articles. This is
unsettling, and a waste of time. The DSP should filter out duplicates, as they are not
necessarily of use to researchers.
Another glaring issue with OneSearch is illustrated in Figure 10. There is a discrepancy in
articles retrieved from the same journal based upon how it is spelled. Assessment &
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Evaluation in Higher Education yields 7 results, while Assessment and Evaluation in
Higher Education only yields 6. This is the same journal, there should be no difference
based upon the usage of a common symbol for a common word.

Figure 9: Database breakdown & Journal titles breakdown from the basic search in OneSearch.

Figure 10: Discrepancies in the number of articles from one journal based upon the usage of the word and or
the usage of an ampersand.
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Using Primo’s advanced search feature narrowed down the results list in a faster manner
then simply using the basic search and adding the limiters as I went, however the end
results were fairly similar. Again the number of hits did not line up with the numbers
associated with the source databases or journals (Figure 11 & Figure 12), strengthening my
belief that the search process did not filter duplicates.

Figure 11: Results of advanced search in Primo with limiters applied.
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Figure 12: Database breakdown & Journal titles breakdown from the advanced search in OneSearch. The user
may wonder if the choice not to capitalize the journal title has any effect on the results from that journal.

Choosing Search Terms
As our searches within the Primo OneSearch Discovery service were limited to simply
“grade inflation AND education” there was no need to look for alternate terms, or
thesauri within this DSP. I took the terms at face value, as was instructed, noted a few
related terms, but mostly stuck to the other limiters, and moved on to the other
Platforms.
As we found out in the previous two assignments the University of Hawaii at Manoa has a
subscription to thirty-two databases housed underneath the ProQuest umbrella.
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ProQuest is a rich platform filled with eighteen individually searchable thesauri (Figure
13). Some are database specific, others, such as the ProQuest Thesaurus are theoretically
usable platform-wide. After looking through the list I selected what I felt would be the
most beneficial thesauri, the ProQuest thesaurus (subjects), ERIC thesaurus (subjects),
and the MLA thesaurus (subjects), and plugged the search terms “grade inflation AND
education” in various formats throughout (Table 2).

Figure 13: ProQuest has 18 thesauri.
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Table 2: Results of "grade inflation AND education" across multiple thesauri in ProQuest.
Platform Term

Thesaurus

Related Terms

"Grade
ProQuest Inflation"

ProQuest
thesaurus
(subjects)

Zoning Codes

Grade AND
ProQuest inflation

ProQuest
thesaurus
(subjects)

No actual terms, too many “closest matches” to list

"Grade
ProQuest Inflation"

ERIC thesaurus Inflated Grades, Grade Point Average, Scoring, Grading,
(subjects)
Academic Standards

Grades
ProQuest (Scholastic)

Marks (Scholastic), Class Rank, Grade Prediction. College
Credits, Grading, Pass Fail Grading, Student Evaluation,
ERIC thesaurus Academic Probation, Report Cards, Credits, Scores, Academic
(subjects)
Records, Academic Achievement, Graduation Requirements

ProQuest Education

ERIC thesaurus
(subjects)
Academic Education, & more than 200 other terms.

Academic
ProQuest Education

General Education, Humanities Instruction, Academic Discourse,
ERIC thesaurus Liberal Arts, Tech Prep, Intellectual Disciplines, College
(subjects)
Preparation, English for Academic Purposes

"Grade
ProQuest Inflation"

MLA thesaurus
(subjects)
No related terms. Shows up as a SU.

ProQuest Education

Educational Outcomes, Educational Policy, Educational Terms,
MLA thesaurus Postsecondary Education (extensive options, these were
(subjects)
seemingly the best)

As I suspected the ERIC thesaurus proved the most fruitful, grade inflation itself was even
a subject heading (Figure 14). I took careful note of the terms and after running my
primary searches, I started to plug each in to the advanced search feature to see what
search string retrieved the “best” results.
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Figure 14: ERIC thesaurus search for "grade inflation" shows that it IS a valid subject heading in that database.

Figure 15: Thesaurus search for "education" leads to the subject heading of "Academic Education”.

Choosing search terms proved to be the easiest in the Ebscohost platform. This was
primarily because the user does not have to look through a list of database specific
thesauri, as they did in ProQuest. Ebscohost has three subject selections on the sidebar
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of your search. There is one for “Subject: Thesaurus Term”, one for “Subject: Major
Heading”, and one for just “Subject” (Figure 16). This certainly makes subject browsing,
and term searching far simpler and user friendly. I also found it useful in providing me
with more terms to enter into the query bar in ProQuest, which was an added bonus.

Figure 16: Unlike ProQuest Ebscohost has an in-search thesaurus.

Formulating/Re-Formulating Queries
Just as you should not judge a book by its cover, nor should you search using just one
query. As requested, I began my searches in ProQuest and Ebscohost with the basic
search “grade inflation AND education” and similar limiters. For ProQuest the limiters
were: Full Text, Additional limits - Date: After January 2010; Language: English; for
Ebscohost: Apply related words, Full text, publication date (1/1/2010 - 1/1/2016). ProQuest
returned 21,470 hits (Table 3), and Ebscohost only 916 (Table 4). I found this difference in
numbers fairly astounding as UH Manoa licenses 53 databases from Ebscohost, and only
32 from ProQuest. However, reflecting back on my Primo OneSearch queries, I felt that
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there were probably numerous duplicates within ProQuest. Ebscohost automatically
filters out duplicates, ProQuest does not. Obviously these number were still far too great
to sift through so I started to play around with the limiters via the sidebars in both
platforms.
Table 3: Search queries used in ProQuest

Platform

Search string

Limiters

Number of
hits
Notes

ProQuest

grade inflation AND
education

Full Text, Additional limits Date: After January 2010;
Language: English

21,470

Too many. Add limiters.

ProQuest

grade inflation AND
education

FT, After Jan 2010, English,
Scholarly Journals, US

248

Additional limiters added from
sidebar

ProQuest

grade inflation AND
education

FT, After Jan 2010, English,
Scholarly Journals, US, Search
within: Academic Education

148

Too many. Try again.

ProQuest

FT, Date: After January 2010 ,
Source type
Scholarly Journals, Trade
(grade inflat???) AND Journals, Language
education
English

1438

ProQuest

FT, Date: After January 2010 ,
Source type
((grade inflat???)
Scholarly Journals, Trade
AND education)
Journals, Language
AND (United States) English

1187

ProQuest

FT, Date: After January 2010
, Source type
Scholarly Journals, Trade
((grade inflat???)
Journals, Language
AND education)
English, Narrowed by: LocationAND (United States) US
397
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ProQuest

FT, Date: After January 2010
, Source type
Scholarly Journals, Trade
((grade inflat???)
Journals, Language
AND education)
English, Narrowed by: LocationAND (United States) US, Classification: United States 296

ProQuest

(grade inflat???) AND
(Academic
education) AND
(United States)

FT, Date: After January 2010 ,
Source type
Scholarly Journals, Trade
Journals, Language
English

553

ProQuest

((grade inflat???)
AND (Academic
education) AND
(United States)) AND
ab(grade inflat???)

FT, Date: After January 2010 ,
Source type
Scholarly Journals, Trade
Journals, Language
English

10

ProQuest

FT, Date: After January 2010 ,
Source type
(education AND
Scholarly Journals, Trade
grade inflation) AND Journals, Language
academic
English

627
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Table 4: Search queries used in Ebscohost
Limiters

Number
of hits

Platform

Search string

Ebscohost

grade inflation AND Apply related words, Full text, publication
education
date (1/1/2010 - 1/1/2016)

916

Ebscohost

Apply related words, Full text, publication
grade inflation AND date (1/1/2010 - 1/1/2016) Academic Journals,
education
Trade Reports

633

narrowed from sidebar

Ebscohost

Apply related words, Full text, publication
grade inflation AND date (1/1/2010 - 1/1/2016) Image Quick View
education
Types: Chart, Diagram, Graph

15

Removing the types
increases the results to 85

Ebscohost

Apply related words, Full text, publication
grade inflation AND date (1/1/2010 - 1/1/2016) Image Quick View
education
Types: Chart, Diagram, Graph

331

Source type: Academic
Journals (sidebar) drops
results to 244

Ebscohost

(grade inflat###)
AND education

Ebscohost

TX ( (grade
inflat###) AND
Apply related words, Full text, publication
education ) AND AB date (1/1/2010 - 1/1/2016) Image Quick View
(grade inflat###)
Types: Chart, Diagram, Graph

19

Ebscohost

TX ( (grade
inflat###) AND
education ) AND AB Apply related words, Full text, publication
(grade inflat###)
date (1/1/2010 - 1/1/2016) Image Quick View
AND United States Types: Chart, Diagram, Graph

16

Ebscohost

((grade inflat???)
AND (Academic
education) AND
(United States))
AND AB(grade
inflat###)

2

Apply related words, Full text, publication
date (1/1/2010 - 1/1/2016) Image Quick View
Types: Chart, Diagram, Graph

Apply related words, Full text, publication
date (1/1/2010 - 1/1/2016) Image Quick View
Types: Chart, Diagram, Graph

Notes

396

Recreated the exact same
search 24 hours later &
came up with 43 results…

Same search in ProQuest
on yielded 10 hits.
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In ProQuest I added some of the relevant search/subject terms that came up from the
different thesauri to see how those played with the query. I felt that the addition of
“Academic Education” helped, as it narrowed the results list down to 148 (Table 3, Row 3),
but that there were still too many hits. I went back to my original search and tried
narrowing it down with the sidebar options, however I felt that that actually hindered my
searching, and returned less useful results (Figure 16). I continued to try variations of the
thesauri terminology as well as the original search query, and after much searching,
truncation, wildcarding, and sidebar navigation I felt that the best combination was
“((grade inflat???) AND (Academic education) AND (United States)) AND ab(grade
inflat???)” (Figure 17).

Figure 16: Example of how the sidebar limiters in ProQuest are not always overly helpful, there are more
results than when I started this particular query.

Figure 17: "Final" query in ProQuest: ((grade inflat???) AND (Academic education) AND (United States)) AND
ab(grade inflat???)
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Again I found Ebscohost to be the easiest platform to use. A search for “grade inflation
AND education” with the following limiters: Apply related words, Full text, publication
date (1/1/2010 - 1/1/2016) Image Quick View Types: Chart, Diagram, Graph quickly
narrowed my hit list to fifteen. As the patron was specifically searching for materials
“preferably with tables, graphs and/or charts” having the ability to limit the search to
articles that contain charts, diagrams, and graphs was immensely beneficial. This is
something that ProQuest did not offer. Figures 18 and 19 are clearly records for the same
article, however the user would need to click into the article and open up the PDF for
Figure 19 (ProQuest) to determine whether or not it contained images, charts, or graphs.
This consumes unnecessary amounts of time. Ebscohost appears to have designed their
interface to be more user-friendly than ProQuest did.

Figure 18: Example of how Ebscohost displays images/chart/graphs if they are available within an article.
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Figure 19: Example of how ProQuest does not display whether or not an article contains
images/chart/graphs.

After setting my limiters (Apply related words, Full text, publication date (1/1/2010 1/1/2016) Image Quick View Types: Chart, Diagram, Graph) I tried many variations of the
search query (Table 4). I found that the subject lists on the sidebar, though helpful, were
not always necessary. The results that I came up with using them differed very little from
those without. The query that I feel worked the best for me was “TX ((grade inflat###)
AND education) AND AB (grade inflat###) AND United States”. This returned sixteen
hits (Figure 20). The addition of “AND United States” was key, as without it the results
list was 43. The patron was specifically looking for information on grade inflation in the
United States, so this addition was fairly straight-forward.

Figure 20: "Final" search query for Ebscohost: TX ((grade inflat###) AND education) AND AB (grade
inflat###) AND United States.
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Browsing the Databases
When I started browsing the databases for specific articles I began to feel, especially in
Ebscohost, that I had narrowed my scope just a bit too much. I selected a few articles
from my query: “TX ((grade inflat###) AND education) AND AB (grade inflat###) AND
United States”, but as we were looking for ten seemingly solid resources, I was too
limited. I opted to remove the “AND United States” and was able to select more from the
43 hits that were returned. This move turned out to be the correct one, as I was able to
pick out many theoretically relevant articles for my patron, which are displayed in Table 5
in the following section.
ProQuest proved once again to be more finicky and difficult to work with than Ebscohost
was. I found that my “final” query ((grade inflat???) AND (Academic education) AND
(United States)) AND ab(grade inflat???) in ProQuest (Figure 21) brought up some
valuable hits, however I had already selected them for my Ebscohost results list. I went
back to the proverbial drawing board, this time removing certain limiting factors,
primarily the “AND ab(grade inflat???). The query “((grade inflat???) AND (Academic
education) AND (United States)) resulted in 87 hits (Figure 22). Although this number is
still somewhat high, I was unable to narrow it down much further (Figure 23) and still
account for the requested ten ProQuest selected results. As I did not want to duplicate
my results list across the two main platforms I purposely left the results list a bit higher
then requested.
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Figure 21: "Final" query in ProQuest: ((grade inflat???) AND (Academic education) AND (United States)) AND
ab(grade inflat???) (Reprinted from Figure 17 for ease of access)

Figure 22:“((grade inflat???) AND (Academic education) AND (United States)); Removing the "ab(grade
inflat???) opened up the results list.

Figure 23: Adding quotation marks to the terms "grade inflat???" and "United States" eliminated 18 results.
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As I previously discussed Ebscohost’s ability to limit article selection to only those that
contain charts, graphs, or images, is invaluable. After spending many frustrating hours
plugging variations of the same search query into the advanced search bar, and clicking
into what felt like a million useless articles with little to no chart/graphs, I had four
results (Figure 24) from ProQuest that were not the same articles I had selected
previously from Ebscohost.

Figure 24: After a seemingly exhaustive search these were the 4 "relevant" articles that I selected from
ProQuest, note they were emailed to me in a PDF document.
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I went back to square one. I thought about the topic at hand “grade inflation in higher
education”. It hit me that I should go back into the database list and simply choose a
database that was devoted to education. I restarted my query in the ProQuest version of
the ERIC database. I used the terms that I had previously discovered in my run through
the ERIC thesaurus, and “(Grade Inflation) AND (Academic Education) AND
ericftany(yes) AND peer(yes)” became my first ERIC search (Figure 25). Although it only
returned 4 results, they were good, and relevant hits.

Figure 25: A search within ProQuest's version of ERIC for “(Grade Inflation) AND (Academic Education) AND
ericftany(yes) AND peer(yes)” proved relevant.

I was still shy of my required ten articles so I created a new search within ProQuest’s
ERIC that proved fruitful as well (Figure 26). This search led me to seven more “relevant”
articles. Unfortunately, not all contained charts, graphs, and/or tables, however there
were some fairly useful hits (this is displayed in the following section as (Figure 29 &
Figure 30). Sadly, my sort options were extremely limited and turning the data into a
table as I did with my Ebscohost results proved nearly impossible without major
reconstruction.
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Figure 26: (SU.exact("GRADE INFLATION") AND (SU.exact("HIGHER EDUCATION") OR
SU.exact("HIGHER EDUCATION 04564"))) turned out to be a useful search within ProQuest's ERIC.
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Selecting the Articles
Early on in the search process I had “discovered” an article that I felt strongly about
(Figure 28). I quickly added it to Ebscohost’s “My Folder”, and continued along with my
queries. After exhausting many hours in multiple databases I still feel that it is one of the
top picks.

Figure 27: "Best" article chosen from the Ebscohost platform, and the Business Source Complete database.

Selecting articles in Ebscohost was not an overly difficult task. There were a multitude of
helpful articles to choose from. Five came from Business Source Complete, three from
Academic Search Complete, one from MasterFILE Complete, and the last from the
Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection database. I would love to share with you
which article came from which database, however Ebscohost has since seen fit to delete
my save files, yet again, in spite of me repeatedly saving them.
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Table 5: Ten selected articles from the Ebscohost platform.
Caplan, A. J., & Gilbert, J. (2010). Can fighting grade inflation help the bottom line. Applied Economics
Letters, 17(17), 1663-1667. doi:10.1080/13504850903251231
Jewell, R. A. (2012). Instructor-Specific Grade Inflation: Incentives, Gender, and Ethnicity*. Social Science
Quarterly (Wiley-Blackwell), 93(1), 95-109.
Jewell, R. T., McPherson, M. A., & Tieslau, M. A. (2013). Whose fault is it? Assigning blame for grade
inflation in higher education. Applied Economics, 45(9), 1185-1200. doi:10.1080/00036846.2011.621884
Love, D. A., & Kotchen, M. J. (2010). Grades, Course Evaluations, and Academic Incentives. Eastern
Economic Journal, 36(2), 151. doi:10.1057/eej.2009.6
O'Halloran, K., & Gordon, M. (2014). A synergistic approach to turning the tide of grade inflation. Higher
Education, 68(6), 1005-1023. doi:10.1007/s10734-014-9758-5
POPOV, S. V., & BERNHARDT, D. (2013). UNIVERSITY COMPETITION, GRADING STANDARDS, AND
GRADE INFLATION. Economic Inquiry, 51(3), 1764-1778. doi:10.1111/j.1465-7295.2012.00491.x
Summary, R., & Weber, W. (2012). Grade inflation or productivity growth? An analysis of changing grade
distributions at a regional university. Journal of Productivity Analysis, 38(1), 95-107. doi:10.1007/s11123-0110259-6
The Effects of an Anti-Grade Inflation Policy at Wellesley College†. (2014). Journal of Economic
Perspectives, 28(3), 189-204. doi:10.1257/jep.28.3.189
Twenge, J. M., Campbell, W. K., & Gentile, B. (2012). Generational Increases in Agentic Self-evaluations
among American College Students, 1966–2009. Self & Identity, 11(4), 409-427.
doi:10.1080/15298868.2011.576820
Zubrickas, R. (2015). OPTIMAL GRADING. International Economic Review, 56(3), 751-776.
doi:10.1111/iere.12121

Once I got past the major issues that I was having locating articles within ProQuest that I
had not already selected from Ebscohost I found a bunch of what I felt were mostly
relevant articles. Figure 28 contains the “best” result from ProQuest, it was selected from
the ERIC database.
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Figure 28: The "best" result chosen from the ERIC database through the ProQuest platform.

As I mentioned previously, my sort options were extremely limited and turning the data
into a table as I did with my Ebscohost results, proved nearly impossible without major
reconstruction. The list of selected articles from ProQuest can be found below broken up
into two separate Figures (29 & 30).
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Figure 29: The first 6 selected results from the ProQuest Platform.
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Figure 30: The remaining 5 selected results from the ProQuest Platform.
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Saving the Results
Saving the results proved to be fairly difficult, at best. On at least three separate
occasions Ebscohost deleted my results, despite the fact that I was logged in and actively
saving them on a regular basis. I would understand this if I had been inactive for any
major amount of time, however in the span of five minutes my results list dissipated.

Figure 31: Sample of a "save file" in Ebscohost. Note that the permalinks are below the citations, and that the
citations appear to be in no specific order.

I felt that both Ebscohost and ProQuest did an equally good job with the email feature, as
both contained permalinks and citation information. One feature that is available
through ProQuest and not Ebscohost is the “save as pdf” function (Figure 32). I found
this extremely beneficial in a previous assignment, and feel that this would be a
wonderful way to transmit the selected articles list to my patron.
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Figure 32: The ability to save as a PDF within ProQuest is very helpful.

Sorting the Results
Please see Appendix B.

Conclusion
Overall this search process felt somewhat overwhelming. That being said, I feel that our
patron would be pleased with the final results. I found a cross-section of articles from a
wide variety of databases for her. I would be more than willing to assist her further in her
research once she has taken a look at this material.
I definitely changed my mind about ProQuest after this assignment. I still had good
feelings towards it after the first two assignments, and just in general. There are a few
nice features, especially the ability to save as a pdf that would benefit Ebscohost.
However, I felt that overall the platform was clunky, and caused me a great deal of grief.
Even simply finding the database that a specific article came from took too much time.
ProQuest is definitely in need of an interface overhaul.
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